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P 
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P Leah Fregulia, Head of 
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P 

Desiree Johnson, Business 

Director  
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Development Director 

A Sara Maline Bohn, Principal P 

Drew Maxwell, Operations 

Manager 

P Elizabeth Clark, Vice 

Principal 

A Tiffany Kell, Executive 

Assistant and Community 
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Call to Order 

Javier Cárdenas, Board President, called the meeting to order at 7:32am  

 

Head of School/CEO, Leah Fregulia, gave a brief synopsis of each of the 3 site planning options that had been fully 

presented to the Board of Directors at the April 22, 2019 Board meeting.  

 

Vice President, Tony Dietz, clarified that the 1st option presented was more of a traditional performance arts space 

rather than a white box or flex space. He further clarified that the $20 million cost estimate associated with this 

option did not include the technology or soft items for the space. 

 

Leah Fregulia confirmed that was correct it did however, include a 10% contingency but no endowment.  

 

In regards to the 2nd option presented there are challenges with the location of the parking structure that need to be 

considered. It would offer 75 parking spots and the total cost for this option is estimated at $13 million. This option 

includes a performance space and rehearsal space however, the current Main building is left in this version unlike 

the first version. In this option as well as the first option the lobby of the performance space could also be used as an 

inside lunch area for students.  

 

 

The third option presented is a white box/flexible space that seats up to 150 people. The challenge with this option is 

the limited seat count and thus this space would potentially only be viable for a portion of the smaller performances 

that ASA does each year. The estimated associated cost for this option is $10 million and this does not include an 

endowment.  

 

The Arts Director, Laura Apperson, stated that there have been years when the symphony orchestra have had 65 

students in it and thus that type of space would not accommodate all of their parents let alone any community 

audience members.  

 

The final option presented was a shared parking lot that would have 500 parking spaces and be shared in cost and 

usage. The total estimated cost of this option was $7.5 million and it would be a shared cost between the involved 

entities.  



 

 

 

John Snider inquired as to how many parking spaces ASA currently uses on a daily basis. 

 

Leah Fregulia stated that the school currently uses about 140 spaces daily. This number does not include parking for 

performances.  

 

Javier Cárdenas inquired from the artist perspective about the flexible space option and if there was a large flexible 

space option.  

 

Honorary Board Arts Faculty member, Dana Bender, stated that a large space that is flexible and acoustically sound 

is ideal.  

 

Honorary Board Alumni Faculty member, Emma Popish, agreed that a flexible space is the ASA way as classrooms 

have always been shared between academics and arts and thus that model of shared space would not be a difficult 

transition in a performance space. Also the performance space could be used for academics as the configuration 

could be switched to fit the need of the event.  

 

Honorary Board Academic Faculty member, Eden Lewkowitz, stated that the seat count on the flexible performance 

space seemed to be a determining factor and that the option presented with the flexible/white box style configuration 

did not offer enough seats for a school of this size.  

 

Laura Apperson stated that the beauty of flexible space is that we can configure it to fit what is needed. Her interest 

and primary focus is on the student’s experience in the performance space and then the audiences experience. 

Flexible seating is an added benefit of the flexible space and thus the audience size can be adjusted to fit the 

performance or event. A key area of focus was that the space is acoustically sound so that students are not reliant on 

microphones for their performances.   

 

Dana Bender agreed that starting with a live space was the most important factor to consider as far as the arts areas 

were concerned.  

 

Leah Fregulia inquired if an orchestra pit was needed or necessary. 

 

Laura Apperson clarified that ASA has always been creative about not having an orchestra pit and it has been 

extremely successful. Often the integration of the musicians in unique ways has added even more to the performance 

than it would have if they had been in an orchestra pit.  

 

Tonty Dietz stated that as a parent he prefers when there is no pit because then a parent can actually see their child 

or children play.  

 

Jason Schupbach stated that he preferred the flexible space idea since currently most of the traditional performance 

spaces are struggling. He further clarified that the blending and merging of the arts is proving to be more successful 

and is the way of the future. Whereas with a traditional performing arts space ASA would be limiting itself 

considerably.  

 

Alex Laing stated that he was concerned about the pedagogical impact that the options would have for the school. 

He shared that seeing the process and focusing on the process rather than the product was critical in his mind and 

thus the flexible space seemed to adhere more to the needs that had been shared throughout this process.  

 

John Snider stated that if ASA were to go in an innovative direction for the performing arts space that he felt this 

would make fundraising for the space easier. ASA would not be trying to redo something that has already been done 

but rather leading the initiative to create something new.  

  

Javier affirmed that the focus and emphasis of the Case for Support is creativity and Innovation thus moving 

towards a flexible space seems more fitting than the traditional performing arts space.  

 



 

 

Operations Manager, Drew Maxwell, confirmed that ASA currently owns 85 parking spots, leases 115 spots and 

uses about 30 spots on the street.  

 

Jason Schupbach stated that parking decks come in in prefabricated pieces and thus if needs be more or less of the 

shared parking structure could be built at one time. He also clarified that the Capital Campaign needed to be for one 

ask and that would need to include the full plan because a few years later adding to the parking structure would be 

very challenging in the cost not construction of it.  

 

Carlos Contreras asked if the cost of the parking garage weakened the overall case for support in any way. 

 

Leah Fregulia responded that parking as a commodity in this area and the focus being on shared parking would 

hopefully help the case.  

 

Tony Dietz confirmed that with the landscape changing so rapidly in this area, the increase of housing and density 

that an increase in parking options would seem to be beneficial to all involved.  

 

Javier Cárdenas, asked if the faculty language in the case for support was important to keep.  

 

Leah Fregulia stated that the care of the faculty was included as a priority in all of the stakeholder surveys that were 

conducted. 

 

Jason Schupbach indicated that $350,000, generated from a $5 million endowment, would not be enough to pay for 

all the costs that it is stated to cover. He felt it prudent to see what other capital campaigns are happening in Arizona 

currently especially in regards to the arts.  

 

 Javier Cárdenas clarified that the three areas of focus that he heard at this meeting were a large, flexible 

performance space that is acoustically sound, parking and an endowment that goes towards the teaching artists rather 

than only to the facilities costs. The next step is to engage in the feasibility study fully and test for the capacity of 

this project.  

 

Leah Fregulia will reach out to SmithGroup about creating renderings that illustrate these three areas of focus. Also 

Alyssa Crockett will be revising the case for support to fit these specific areas of focus and then will begin to collect 

information from ASA donor based and outside funders she will report out to the Board in June 2019. A dollar 

amount needs to be put forth with the capital campaign as people want to participate in something that is achievable.  

 

 

Alex Laing clarified that the appeal is towards a youth arts campus rather than a facility and the language around 

this in the case for support potentially can be work through to make this even stronger. 

Javier Cárdenas stated that the case for support language will need to transition away from the traditional 

performance space language and towards the flexible space instead.  

 

Tony Dietz asked to what capacity can ASA currently contribute to this capital campaign. 

 

John Snider clarified that ASA currently has no capacity to contribute towards this and it will all have to be raised.  

 

The Board supported the case for support stating a goal of $16 million plus a $5 million endowment. 

 

Leah Fregulia will ask SmithGroup about revising option 6 to include the shared parking structure behind ASA’s 

campus. 

 

The meeting ended at 8:42am.  

 

 

Minutes reviewed and accepted on this date ___________________________________. 

  

By:  _______________________________________________________ Board Member 


